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It is a warm and humid night, the collo

quial term is muggy. I and my kind were
. disappointed again today, no rain. I visit
my fields the same as others visit next of
kin in the hospital, when loved ones are
sick and dying.

Daily I watch my acres of nonirrigated
corn struggle to live, for the past six
weeks hoping for that passing cloud to
anoint it with something wet.

I find myself calling after stray nimbo
cumulus as if they were farm dogs, big
sassy mongrel dogs, teasing them to come
to me. Please, I call pleadingly after these
clouds, please wander by my field. I real
ize this is probably the oldest, most intrin
sic religion of all, the religion of rain,
the hope of rain, please. be to whatever
gods, wherever they are. Please pleasure
the earth with that simple grace, the core
miracle of this green-blue planet, please
let it rain.

Give my corn a drink. It's silking you
know. Actually I'm lying; I know bet
ter, my corn is past silk. You can see on
the stalk that little swollen ovary, a knob
where there should be the long rhino horn
of an ear forming, instead just a gall that
will at best be a stubby cob so small it
will fall through the bottom plates of the
combine.

Meaning I will leave the field to the
deer this winter, after a dry summer there
is no mast for them or the squirrels, the
raccoons, the turkeys. Even a ruined corn
field might make the winter more surviv
able.

As an irrigator in central Wisconsin I
am for the most part among those lucky
enough to have most of my fields watered.
Which is more than farmers in southwest
Wisconsin can say, or Illinois and Iowa,

and Arkansas and Missouri and Indi
ana. And Kansas. And Nebraska. 2012
is shaping up to be a memorable farm
sector episode, a marker year, a capital D
year where D stands for either drought or
damnation.

The local area is six inches short of
the annual rainfall, about 17 percent of
the annual total with August yet to go,
August famous for its dog days. The irony
is NOAA records the area as being less
than an inch short of rain, perhaps averag
ing ,the entire region with the heavy rains
farther north.

It is a summer like this that sets the .
water issue at its most basic premise,
the long-term survival of the Wisconsin
aquifer. The more starkly illustrated by
the proposal to site a 3,500 cow dairy on
6,000 acres of forest land with 49 new
high cap wells and associated center piv
ots at 1,000 to 1,400 gallons per minute.
To ask the simplest question: how much
more can we suck out of the ground?

There is on my farm a loyal little stream,
tucked back into the moraine and sur-

rounded by a charitable collection of low
woods and marsh. As said, a loyal little
stream that despite the dry winter, that
creepy early spring, and now sustained
drought, continues to flow at a modest 4
to 4.5 cubic feet per second. To suggest
something is right with agriculture leav
ing some of our landscape in the highly
rechargeable form, be it prairie, wood
lands or marsh.

If we expect to irrigate some fields
abundantly for good social cause, there
needs to be a balance to our landscape. A
landscape can be likened to a nation and
its economy, unless the balance sheet is
maintained what irrigators become are
welfare bums. Like those welfare cheats
that conservatives so loathe for unabash
edly sucking at the system.

I think it was Sen. Grassley speaking
for Republicans on Medicaid payments,
"At some point," he said, "you just gotta
say no." There is no dispute that an

unconscionable amount goes to people
who don't participate in the system. Simi
larly irrigating without participating in
the recharge landscape is economically
unsurvivable for the Wisconsin aquifer.

It will rain someday, they say. Until
it does I will continue to call after the
clouds, call them by name hoping they
recognize me. Big brave names like a bad
attitude nimbo cumulus ought be called.
Royal names like Ferdinand, Heyduke,
Sebastian, Lillith, Elizabeth, Marilyn.
Proud names. Names whispered. Names
shouted. Names almpst prayed. Please
come by my field.

I do wish sometimes .the old pagans were
right. That by uttering the right magic, the
right oath, the right names, perhaps with
the help ofa virgin or two, I could call the
clouds like so many home pasture cows,
to come to my beckon. Were the world this
way poets would be kings, that it isn't is
why I irrigate. .


